
OSCA Global Logistics: Full control over your
logistical processes with Setlog

Controlling the entire supply chain exclusively through 
Excel lists, e-mails and individual software solutions has 
numerous disadvantages and risks. Not only does this 
result in considerable manual effort, it also leads to errors,
poor data exchange and miscommunication. In order to
optimize processes within inbound logistics, it is crucial to 

transparency by connecting all supply chain partners. Together with you, we will
assemble the optimal system for your supply chain needs from the individual
modules of OSCA Global Logistics.

Here you can find an overview of all modules of OSCA Global Logistics:

OSCA Global Logistics

With OSCA Global Logistics you control booking, packaging, transport
and delivery of your products clearly in one digital system and create 

FACTSHEET

With this module, you receive your packing lists in electronic
form, which reduces the risk of errors, while also speeding up and
simplifying the entire goods receipt process. In addition, your
suppliers can generate standardized carton labels with barcodes.

Packing

Design your digitalized booking workflow with your suppliers 
and forwarders in OSCA and make yourself independent from
third-party systems.

Booking
Workflow

Use a central information point for all transportation-related
information, updates and relevant documents.

Shipment

In the system, all uploaded shipment and customs documents
relate directly to your orders, streamlining your customs and
payment processes.

Shipment
Documents

Get full visibility of the on-carriage process from the POA to 
your warehouses. Coordinate with your on-carriage forwarder
and optimize your inbound planning per distribution center.

On-Carriage
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Optimize your incoming warehouse capacities by coordinating 
at which time the goods can be delivered to which ramp and 
thus avoid bottlenecks and delays in goods receipt.

Gate Planning

Standardize freight price tenders for more transparency to find
the right price and partner for you.

Tender
Management

Reduce your invoice verification efforts with an automated e-
invoicing workflow that connects seamlessly to your ERP
solution.

E-Invoicing

have clarity, transparency, a central data base and the ability to intervene directly.
This is exactly what Setlog covers with the supply chain management software
OSCA Global Logistics. 



Automated creation of

relevant data and docu-

ments as well as invoice

verification

Setlog's cloud-based software solutions enable the optimization of
your supply chain processes tailored to your needs. We distinguish
between five different solutions, each of them covering one section of
the supply chain: OSCA SRM, OSCA CSR, OSCA Procurement, OSCA
Global Logistics and OSCA QC. By combining individual solutions and
their modules, we are able to provide you with the centralized control
of your entire supply chain and offer software that is precisely tailored
to your requirements.

Sportswear manufacturer Odlo has 
already connected 90% of all supply 
chain partners to OSCA, creating full 
transparency across the inbound supply 
chain. Find out why the company decided
to do so and why it no longer wants to be 

Status monitoring of

containers and shipments 

All contents of your

deliveries, transport units and

packaging units at SKU level

are clearly displayed in the

system

without up-to-date data in our case study "Norwegian curiosity and Swiss
thoroughness".

Your documents can be

managed transparently and

centrally

FACTSHEET

SETLOG'S SOFTWARE SOLUTIONS

All activities and

information from your

partners in logistics flow

together and are

controlled centrally

YOUR BENEFITS USING OSCA GLOBAL LOGISTICS

IMPLEMENTING OSCA? - 
THIS IS HOW ODLO DID IT
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Get the case study with Odlo now!

Consolidation of orders
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